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WELCOME, READER!
“Sport is part of every man and woman’s heritage and its absence can never be
compensated for.” – Pierre de Coubertin1
The handbook you have before you is a big part of project Adaptive Sport Programs
(co-funded by Erasmus+ Sport with Grant Number 622334-EPP-1-2020-1-SI-SPOSSCP). The Adaptive sport programs project combines the efforts of 4 organisations
from Slovenia, Portugal, Italy and Romania in order to address the general objective
of the Erasmus sport program of promotion of equal opportunities in sports, with
the focus on people with disabilities, concretely three specific target groups (people
with physical disabilities, people with visual impairments and people with mental
health disabilities). The need for this project arises from the statistical observation
and more importantly from the national observations of the partnering countries
on the lack of sport programs for people with disabilities. The main aim of the
project is to collect good practices on European level and additionally develop new
adaptive sport programs through study visits among collaborating organizations,
with the purpose of social inclusion of people with disabilities in sport activities.
The playbook is divided into 6 chapters. At the beginning, you will be able to read
about the state of sport programs for disabled people in four EU countries as well
as a general overview of policies on the EU level. Furthermore, you will be able to
read about good practices that the collaborating organizations have identified in
the field of sport for the three main target groups (people with physical disabilities,
people with visual impairments and people with mental health disabilities. At the
forefront of the Playbook are sport activities prepared and developed by the
collaborating organizations and hopefully will inspire you to use them in your
daily work if appropriate. The partnership has developed for you 34 number of
sport activities for three different target groups).
You can find additional information about the project through our website
https://www.asp-project.eu/ or in our social media channels @adaptivesportprograms.

We hope this handbook improves your understanding of adaptive sport programs,
inspires you to explore the different possibilities of enhancing inclusion in the field
of sport, and spurs you to apply it in your daily activities.
Happy reading,
Your project consortium!

1

Pierre de Coubertin (1863-1937), French pedagogue and historian, founder of the modern Olympic
Games.
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INTRODUCTION
The first chapter presents all four countries and their approaches to the issue of
exclusion of people with disabilities, which includes three target groups of people
with physical disabilities, visual impairments and mental health disorders. There
are very few programs for these vulnerable groups, both from a competitive
and recreational point of view. Everyone should have the right to sport. Each
country has different organizations that carry out sports activities for people with
disabilities. For example, the Association for Disability Sports of Slovenia and the
Paralympic Committee of Slovenia. Italy also has an organization that deals with
this - the International Paralympic Committee, which includes 21 Italian sports
federations. Another operational body at the national level is the CSEN (Centro
Sportivo Educativo Nazionale), which is a national association involved in the
promotion of sport. In Portugal, we have a similar organization, the Portuguese
Institute for Sport and Youth, affiliated with the Portuguese Olympic Committee,
the Portuguese Paralympic Committee of the Portuguese Sports Confederation,
the Modal Federations and the Portuguese Association for Sports for the Disabled.
In the second chapter, you will find good practices for people with different
disabilities provided by all countries that are involved in our project. For people
who have physical disabilities, sports activities such as dancing, para table tennis,
wheelchair basketball, bowling, diving, and tricycle are suitable and implemented
in practice. People with vision disabilities and blindness can take part in various
sports activities such as running, showdown, visiball- that is a form of football,
tandem cycling and swimming. Moreover, for persons which have mental health
disabilities, diving, skiing, hiking, martial arts, dancing, swimming, running and
boccia- that can be played on wheelchairs. There are also presented different
projects such as Trend Prima, Europaggedon, TG4A and Sport4All.
In the third chapter, we present different sports and activities for all three-target
groups that anyone, who wants to implement any kind of sports activities, can
use. Each partner country made a list of different activities specifically tailored
to each of the target groups. Every activity is explained in detail and includes
concrete steps for implementation and some helpful tips for trainers, also keeping
in mind potential risks. The activities can serve as a guideline or a helpful tool
for practitioners to use. In the last two chapters, we list different resources that
we used while writing the playbook and that can be useful to readers for further
reading.
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CHAPTER 1: COUNTRY OVERVIEW
1.1. Slovenia
In Slovenia, various terms have been used to describe the sporting activities of
people with mobility problems, such as: sport for people with disabilities, sport for
people with special needs, rehabilitation sport, therapeutic recreation, sport for the
physically handicapped, adapted sport, Paralympics, Special Olympics, etc. These
terms are used to define the diverse, complex and demanding nature of sporting
activities related to an individual’s disability of various types and degrees. Within
special needs, we identify intellectual disabilities, blindness and visual impairment,
deafness and hearing impairment, and physical disabilities. Individuals who have
these types of disabilities may also have accompanying mobility problems.
Sport should not be an exclusive right of a particular social group but an
opportunity for all to develop the best of their abilities. For truly being and inclusive
society, there must be professional and recreational opportunities for all in the
field of sport.
The Constitution of the Republic of Slovenia, the fundamental and supreme
legal act, mentions disability in the context of equality before the law, the right
to social security, training for work, the right to education and training for an
active life in society, however not a word about sport or recreation. The main
legal acts in force in Slovenia in the field of sport are the Law on Sport (ZSpo),
the National Programme of Sport in Slovenia and the Law on Associations. The
Law on Associations and the Law on Disabled People’s Organisations regulate the
possibilities for the establishment and operation of disabled people’s associations.
The ZSpo identifies disability sport as all forms of sport in which people with
disabilities participate outside the school system. Sport for disabled children and
young people takes place mainly in mainstream schools. These programmes are
not included in the annual sports programmes, but as part of the adopted curricula
and school programmes, they are a very important element in the establishment
of sports activities and the creation of a sports culture for persons with disabilities
(National sports program of Slovenia, 2014).
Disability sport, in all its various forms, can have important psychosocial effects
(the possibility of rehabilitation through exercise, social inclusion), but it can also
have sporting effects (the possibility of achieving top results and participating in
recreational sports). The diversity of sporting activities in the field of disability sport
is also reflected in the composition of the central disability sport federation in the
RS, the Slovenian Disability Sport Federation - Paralympic Committee of Slovenia
(ZŠIS-POK), which brings together the largest national disability organisations. Due
to its interdisciplinary nature, disability sport is intertwined with various areas
of society, the most important of which are health and education. Therefore, in
addition to sports associations and other sports organisations, entities from these
social spheres are also involved in its development.
More than 15% of the population of Europe are persons with disabilities; whereas in
Slovenia, approximate estimates of the share of persons with disabilities is between
12% and 13% of the population, the percentage does not differ considerably from
the EU estimate. O these, 8% of persons with disabilities were issued disability
decisions under different Acts; the remaining 5% (according to estimates of
disabled people’s organisations and/or their membership) are persons with a
serious physical impairment. Persons with disabilities are therefore an important
group who can equally contribute to the development of society; however, their
abilities are not fully developed, owing to numerous obstacles and the reduced
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accessibility that persons with disabilities encounter in their life (Ministry of Labour,
Family, Social Affairs and Equal Opportunities, 2014).
Currently, there are very few programmes for this population in the field of leisuretime sport education in Slovenia. Many believe that increasing the quality and
quantity of programmes and the number of people with disabilities taking part in
recreational sport is possible only in cooperation with the ZŠIS-POK (org. Zveza za
šport invalidov Slovenije, Slovenski paraolimpiski komite). Over the past decade,
the objectives set in the field of disability sport have only been partially achieved,
as the ZŠIS-POK did not have the support of the relevant professional organisations
and competent ministries (Sports Federation for the disabled of Slovenia, 2022).

Source: Local project activity done at VDC Golovec on September 2021.
The National Programme for Sport (NPS) 2014-2023 foresees the future
participation of all entities within the framework of the measures deriving from the
Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, which also defines their rights
in the field of sport. The RS is committed to taking measures to enable people with
disabilities to participate in leisure-time sport activities on an equal basis with other
people. An important factor in this is the progressive integration of people with
disabilities into the school system and into professional sports federations. In the
NPS 2014-2023, changes also concern the increase in expenditure on disability
sport from 0.7% in 2011 to 0.8% in 2018-2023. Disability sport has also been added
to the first group of priorities, which means that in case of a lack of resources,
disability sport will be given priority (National sports program of Slovenia, 2014).
The NPS 2014–2023 in the ﬁeld of sport for people with disabilities includes
the following actions:
•

to promote the networking of sports, disability and charity associations at local
level to deliver sports programmes for people with disabilities,

•

increasing the competitiveness of top-level disability sport (providing adequate
organisational infrastructure for competitions, supporting top-level athletes
with disabilities through the ZŠIS-POK),

•

ensuring the status rights of elite athletes with disabilities,

•

establishing a model for the inclusion of people with disabilities in sport in the
education system,
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•

to promote alliances between the individual sport federations and the ZŠISPOK.

•

(National sports program of Slovenia, 2014)

1.2. Italy
In Italy the most important national body, which represent disabilities in sport
is Italian Paralympic Committee – CIP, which is a member of the International
Paralympic Committee (IPC). This Committee includes 21 Italian Sports Federations.
Since February 2017, according to the Legislative Decree n. 43 (February 27, 2021),
it has become a Public Body for sports practiced by people with disabilities. Among
its most important missions: high level professional sports, physical preparation for
Paralympic athletes for Paralympic Games, promotion and spread of sports under
equity and equal opportunities conditions, support to all the Federations; support
promoting projects regarding people with disabilities, collaboration with antidoping bodies and offices, sport as tool against discrimination (Italian Paralympic
Committee, 2022).
Another operating body on national level is CSEN (Centro Sportivo Educativo
Nazionale), which is a national association dealing with promoting sports. It is
officially recognized by the Interior Ministry (for welfare state issues) and by the
Italian Education Ministry (with regard to the training of teachers). Concerning
sports activities for people with disabilities, it has officially launched and established
the National Day of Integrated Sport. This initiative is meant within an inclusive
concept, meaning that it is intended for everybody – not only disabled people.
That is why it uses the term integrated in order to develop sport activities to carry
out together and strengthen socialization, diversity and integration values (Centro
Sportivo Educativo Nazionale, 2022).
Speaking of national and governmental bodies, it is necessary to mention the role
of the Ministry of Defense, the Ministry of Labor and Social Policies and the Senate
of the Italian Republic.
The Ministry of Defense signed along with the Italian Paralympic Committee a
protocol in which it is established that CIP is the body in charge of recognizing
and coordinating sports activities for people with disabilities. Furthermore, on
December 3rd 2013, both signed a letter of intent in which they committed to
promote (through a coordinated action) the spread of activities for soldiers and
service people with disabilities. In addition, within the signed protocol, both
parties programmed a well-detailed development plan regarding technical and
professional issues in sports with disabled people. In this context, in 2014, the
Gruppo Sportivo Paralimpico della Difesa (Sport Paralympic Group of Defense) was
founded (Sport Paralympic Group of Defense, 2022).
The Ministry of Labor and Social Policies launched a program called Sport e
Integrazion (Sport and Integration) along with a sports national body called Sport e
Salute. The launch was in July 2021 and there are three main pillars. The first is the
connection with the sport world, meaning that the program aims as a promotional
campaign regarding the access to sport, especially for disabled people.
The Senate of the Italian Republic (Dossier n. 240, art.1, par. 407 and 408)
encourages the realization of integration programs for people with mental
disabilities, through sports. In this regard, the Senate established funds to be
allocated to CIP to use within the international sports training and competitions
for people with mental disabilities – Special Olympics Italia (Special Olympics Italia,
2022).
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It is useful to have a look as well at some of the Italian Sports Federations for
people with disabilities, such as Italian Paralympic Winter Sports Federation
(FISIP), Italian Federation of Paralympic and Experimental Sports (FISPES), Italian
Federation of Paralympic Sports for the Visually Impaired and the Blind (FISPIC).
Italian Paralympic Winter Sports Federation is in charge of Alpine skiing, Nordic
skiing, Biathlon and Snowboard. Lately it has also opened a new sector dedicated
to parabob, aiming to get it at the next Winter Paralympic Games (2022). Italian
Federation of Paralympic and Experimental Sports is in charge of athletics,
wheelchair rugby, football for people with physical disabilities. This Federation
has the task to evaluate all possible new disciplines, which cannot be related to
the other Paralympic Federations. Italian Federation of Paralympic Sports for the
Visually Impaired and the Blind includes sports such as goalball, torball, football-5
B1 and B2/3, judo and showdown (Italian Paralympic Committee, 2022).

1.3. Romania
The diagnosis of the situation of people with disabilities in Romania provides a
comprehensive analysis of the main problems faced by this group in all spheres of
life. This analytical study assesses compliance with the United Nations Convention
on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD) for people with disabilities in eight
main areas: (i) accessibility and mobility, (ii) effective protection of the rights of
persons with disabilities, (iii) employment, (iv) social protection (including ability/
rehabilitation), (v) social services and independent living (including community
integration), (vi) education, (vii) health and (viii) social participation (political and
public). The situation of people with disabilities in each area is studied based on
an analysis of the existing institutional mechanisms for the implementation of the
CRPD in Romania and for monitoring the observance of the rights of persons with
disabilities. The ultimate goal of this report is to inform the National Strategy on
the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (SNDPD) 2021-2027 (European Union, 2021).
People with disabilities participate in sports, tourism and recreational activities
to a much lesser extent than those without disabilities. Nearly three-quarters of
people with disabilities did not spend one weekend outside their city/town during
the previous year, compared to almost half of the people without disabilities. On
all the analysed dimensions, the people with severe disabilities have the lowest
participation rates: 93% of these people, and 97% when living in rural areas, have
not done any physical activity for a year. Women have lower participation rates on
all measured dimensions, with major gaps due to activity limitations compared to
the situation in which disabilities are not present. If almost 19% of people without
disabilities participated in sport activities once a week, the percentage drops to
10% for people with some disabilities, and to 3% for people with severe disabilities
(European Union, 2021).
Older data confirm that the practice of sports is generally low in Romania, and it
is even lower among people with disabilities. Eurostat data for 2004 indicate that
in a typical week, 84.4% of Romanians do not practice any form of physical activity
other than those required at work. It is the lowest percentage of European Union
countries, far from the average EU-28, 48.8% in the same year. Ministry of Youth and
Sport in Romania data showed, in turn, that 60% of the population did not practice
any sports in 2016. In this context, the involvement of people with disabilities is
even lower. Starting from a one-dimensional, medical perspective, approaching
disability as a problem solved by specialized interventions, participation in sports
activities is limited to physical recovery, often lacking even such services. The
information gathered through interviews reveals that opportunities for people
with disabilities to participate in sports activities are extremely low and it is largely
due to individual efforts or private initiatives (European Union, 2021).
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There are several explanations for the limited access of people with disabilities to
sports activities. Policy planning in the fields of sport and tourism does not include
the needs of persons with disabilities. Sports legislation and regulations for the
organization of profile federations do not create an adequate framework in in
order to ensure the participation of people with disabilities in mainstream sports
activities in the school system or in amateur sports clubs.
Moreover, playgrounds in the public space generally do not contain accessible
equipment and plans for their development do not include the purchase of such
equipment. The costs of participating in sports activities are often prohibitive in
nature for people with disabilities. In addition, in schools and sports clubs there
are no staff specialized in working with people with disabilities among teachers,
instructors, coaches or support staff.
Viorel Mocanu, Sports Director of the Special Olympics Romania Foundation
declared: “The access of people with disabilities to sports facilities is extremely
limited in Romania, with effects on their health and social inclusion. Authorities
must provide them with conditions for the practice of sport and support the work
of their sports organizations. However, the reality shows us that people with
intellectual disabilities take part in sports activities to a small extent. The reasons
are related to the ignorance of the legislation by some Institutional Development
Projects, the lack of a form of organization at local level (such as sports clubs), the
very low practice of self-representation (advocacy) and the design of coherent
action plans. The project proposes activities that increase the social skills of IDPs,
to develop their capacity for self-representation and advocacy, activities that take
them out of isolation and bring them to the center of the communities they belong
to, not as social workers, but as athletes Leaders who know and can claim their
rights”.
The most important institution in sports for persons with disabilities is the
Romanian Paralympic Committee, which primarily assumes the mission of making
Paralympic sport known as a way of social reintegration, given the benefits of sport
in general - training reflexes, body strength and the power to concentrate. Its goal
is to promote in Romania Paralympic sports without any discrimination, in order
to offer opportunities to people with different types of disabilities or disadvantage.
In addition, it aims to encourage young people with disabilities to practice a sport
and popularizing Paralympic sports as a challenge, motivation and way of social
integration, improving health by training reflexes, body strength and concentration.
The Romanian Paralympic Committee provides accessible facilities for all athletes
with disabilities in Romania and ensures the application of a high control of the
risk of affecting the health of the athlete (Romanian Paralympic Committee, 2022).
The Romanian Paralympic Committee is supporting 18 sport activities, among
them: judo, blind football, athletics, swimming, cycling, goalball, skiing, para
climbing, tennis, table tennis etc.

1.4. Portugal
In Portugal, the concept of Sport for All began to materialize in 1976, when the
Constitution of the Portuguese Republic, in that same year, established in its Article
79º, the right to physical culture and sport for all. This article is reinforced by Article
2º of Law 5/2007, of 16th January, which reinforces the Basic Law on Physical
Activity and Sport, which assumes sport as an indispensable factor in the formation
of the human person and in the development of society.
Portugal also defines the Basic Law for the Prevention and Rehabilitation and
Integration of People with Disabilities – Law nº 38/2004 of 18th August –, which
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defines the general bases of the legal regime for the prevention, habilitation,
rehabilitation and participation of people with disabilities.
Portugal continues to implement measures to support Adapted Sports, enacting
Law nº 46/2006, of 28th August, which prohibits and punishes discrimination based
on disability and the existence of aggravated health risk. Decree-Law No. 34/2007,
of 15th February, which aims to prevent and prohibit discrimination based on
disability and aggravated health risk, regulates this law.
As the legislation evolved, these governing entities also grew and evolved, resulting
in what is today the structure of the associative sports movement in Portugal.
Therefore, the highest governing body for sport in Portugal is the Portuguese
Institute of Sport and Youth, which branches into the Olympic Committee of
Portugal, the Portuguese Paralympic Committee of the Portuguese Sports
Confederation, the Modality Federations and the Portuguese Federation of Sports
for People with Disabilities. At the local level, with clubs and associations/club
groups, and intermediate structures in districts and/or regions.
Along with the legislation and the various measures to promote Adapted Sport
initiated by these entities, the local municipal management organisms are also
involved in the process by creating a support system that is materialized through
the free provision of municipal facilities and even financial support for athletes’
participation.
Certain municipalities, such as Lousada, St. Tirso, Aveiro, are also committed to
enhancing the practice of physical activity together with people without disabilities
through traditional games, karate, table tennis, etc.

1.5. EU Level
Sport makes an important contribution to economic and social cohesion and
more integrated societies. All residents should have access to sport. The specific
needs and situation of under-represented groups therefore need to be addressed,
and the special role that sport can play for young people, people with disabilities
and people from less privileged backgrounds must be taken into account. Sport
can also facilitate the integration into society of migrants and persons of foreign
origin as well as support inter-cultural dialogue. Sport promotes a shared sense
of belonging and participation and may therefore be an important tool for the
integration of immigrants. It is in this context that making available spaces for
sport and supporting sport-related activities is important for allowing immigrants
and the host society to interact together in a positive way.
EU-level cooperation and dialogue on sport have been greatly enhanced thanks
to the 2007 White Paper on Sport. The White Paper includes a description of the
specificity of sport and the application of EU law in areas such as the Internal
Market and competition to the sport sector. In a number of areas, the White Paper
remains an appropriate basis for EU-level activities in the field of sport. These areas
include, for example, the promotion of voluntary activity in sport, the protection
of minors, and environmental protection. The White Paper has also created a
structured dialogue with sport stakeholders, including an annual EU Sport Forum,
and has served as a basis for mainstreaming sport-related activities into relevant
EU funds, programmes and initiatives. Different aspects of the sport sector are
covered by different Treaty provisions, as explained in the White Paper (EUROPEAN
UNION, 2007).
In 2010, the European Council concluded that sport should be used as a source of
and a driver for active social inclusion.5 The European Commission Communication
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to “Develop the European Dimension in Sport” (2011) emphasises the rights of
persons with disabilities to participate on an equal basis (with non-disabled people)
in sporting activities.6 The EU is also a signatory of the UN Convention on the Rights
of Persons with Disabilities which includes the obligation to enable persons with
disabilities to participate on an equal basis with others in recreational, leisure and
sporting activities. The European Disability Strategy 2010-2020, also recognises
the importance of sport for people with disabilities. The strategy has the aim of
empowering people with disabilities so that they can enjoy their rights and fully
participate in society. Those rights include the right to free movement, to choose
where and how to live, and to have full access to cultural, recreational, and sports
activities (ECORYS, 2018).
While the opportunities for people with disabilities to take part in sport have
improved significantly across Europe in the last 20 years, disability remains a key
barrier to participation. At EU level, however, there is no specific regular data
collection on the participation of people with disabilities in sport. Data collected
through the European Commission’s (2018) Special Barometer on Sport and
Physical Activity however provides an indication of the importance of disability as
a barrier to participation. According to the Special Barometer, having a disability or
illness is the third most mentioned reason (14% of respondents) for not practising
sport more regularly behind ‘lack of time’ and ‘lack of motivation or interest’
(ECORYS, 2018).
The 2017 Progress Report on the implementation of the European Disability
Strategy (2010-2020) has highlighted that the main achievement in terms of sport
accessibility and participation is related to the inclusion of people with disabilities
via the Erasmus+ programme12. Since 2014, the programme has provided financial
support to disability-specific sport events and contributed to disseminate and
exchange good practices on accessibility standards and social inclusion measures
(ECORYS, 2018).
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CHAPTER 2: GOOD PRACTICES
2.1. Good practice: Zebra Dance Club
Website: http://www.pkzebra.si/
The step in the field of dance for the physically handicapped was plowed by
the Step’n’roll dance group, which was formed on the initiative of members of
the Association of Students with Disabilities of Slovenia. A few years later, more
precisely in 2009, they changed their name to the Zebra Dance Club and thus
became the first to engage in this type of dance in Slovenia. Zebra Dance Club deals
with standard and Latin American dances for people in wheelchairs. The choice
of genre of music and dance style is completely free. They can dance in pairs or in
groups. A dancing couple can consist of a wheelchair dancer and a walking dancer.
Such dance couple is called a KOMBI couple. However, it can consist of two dancers,
where they are both in a wheelchair, such a dance couple is called a DUO couple.
Zebras are an amateur as well as a competitive club. They participate in the largest
international competitions, and in addition, in small primary schools, they show
that wheelchairs are not an obstacle by teaching and presenting to schoolchildren.
In doing so, they strive to destigmatize people with disabilities and break down
stereotypes in the young aspiring generations. Zebra’s rolling and walking park also
joins forces in dance fairy tales, unique dance performances. Every year, dancers
also participate in international competitions and thus strive to make this type of
dance recognized as a sport in Slovenia as well. Good rankings in the past show
that their efforts are certainly not in vain.
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2.2. Good practice:
Zveza za šport invalidov Slovenije
Website: https://www.zsis.si/category/sporti/namizni-tenis/
Para Table tennis is a Paralympic sport, which can be practiced by athletes of
various types of disabilities. Depending on their abilities, they can play both
standing and sitting in a wheelchair. Table Tennis is one of the fastest ball games.
In Para Table Tennis, disabled athletes are divided into three groups: Seated Para
Table Tennis players (group of seated players 1 to 5), Standing Players (group
of standing players 6 to 10) of Para Table Tennis and players with mild mental
disorder (players of group 11). The rules of playing Para Table Tennis differ only in
the group of seated players, which dictates the rule that on the initial serve the ball
must cross the back line of the opponent’s table and must not pass through the
side-line of the table. All other rules of the game are the same as for non-disabled
table tennis players. In 2017, Laško hosted its first para table tennis tournament
and ever since the number of athletes, training has gone up. In 2021 Laško hosted
the first ever Qualifications for the Paralympic Table Tennis Tournament.
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2.3. Good practice:
Zveza za šport invalidov Slovenije
Website: https://www.facebook.com/kegljanjess/
Bowling championship for the blind and visually impaired is held in accordance
with the provisions of the rules - individually in the discipline of 120 lights. Blind and
partially sighted competitors (classes KB1, KB2, KB3, KB4) compete 4 x 30 lights at
full speed (time for 30 lights is 15 minutes). It competes in the women and men’s
competition in the following classes blind and visually impaired. The competition
is in accordance to the current IBSA rules for 9-pin (full) bowling.
•

KB1 competitors who do not perceive light or do not, but do not recognize the
shape of the palm in any direction and distance

•

KB2 competitors who recognize the shape of the palm and have a visual acuity
of 2/60 and/or visual acuity field (angle) less than 5 degrees

•

KB3 competitors with a visual acuity of 2/60 to 6/60 and/or a field of view
(angle) of more than 5 and less than 20 degrees

•

KB4 competitors who have 70-90 % vision loss
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2.4. Good practice:
Wings for life World Run
Website: https://www.wingsforlife.com/en/
The Wings for Life World Run is a global charity race held one day each year since
2014. Tens of thousands of people take part around the globe at exactly the same
moment. There is no traditional finish line. Instead, a moving finish line called a
Catcher Car pursues you! You can register to run against a real Catcher Car at a
Flagship Run or against the virtual Catcher Car of the Wings for Life World Run App.
When the Catcher Car passes you, your race is over, and the distance you achieved
appears on the Global Results List. Everything you are doing is for a good cause
because 100% of your entry fees and donations goes directly to research toward
a cure for spinal cord injury.
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2.5. Good practice: IAHD ADRIATIC
Website: https://www.iahd-adriatic.org/en/
The activities of IAHD ADRIATIC begun in 2002 with three basic programs. The main
goal is a full participation and integration for disabled people in the field, which was
considered, reserved only for non disabled individuals as unfit for disabled people.
The program “Diving trough recreation” is carried out as organized individual
approach education for disabled people who want to become certified recreational
divers and have equal rights in the field of recreational diving. It is adapted to the
specific needs of each disabled diver. We are using our own standards, which
are based on C.M.A.S. minimum requirements and recommendations for able
bodied. The diving process of disabled divers is monitored and the collected data
are analysed to improve safety and education process for future disabled divers.
The program involves people with mild, moderate and severe mental health
disabilities. The group is formed by a doctor, instructor, a diving assistant with
an IAHD license and if necessary, an occupational therapist. Its purpose is for
individuals to find/have it as one of the ways of motivation at the beginning of
rehabilitation. Main benefits are the positive effects of hydrotherapy. Currently,
the program includes seven protégés from three municipalities who live in the
day care “Bee” in Slovenske Konjice. Every Wednesday for the third year in a row,
Miran, Fredi, Breda, Darinka, Jerica, Rosvita and Mateja are greeted by instructors
and assistants in the Zreče spa, who spend a good hour and a half in the pool
with them. The concept of diving as a central activity collapsed at the first meeting
with the protégés, as the vast majority of them had never been to a swimming
pool before. In the following, the activity is divided into two parts: (1) socializing is
always dedicated to the individual exercise of the participants who are physically
handicapped. In this part, we use everything we find and invent, from elements
of Hallewick, Watsu, to the very ordinary element of swimming, (2) adapting is the
second part. Constantly adapting to the abilities and progress of the participants.
We are gradually approaching the desired goal, which is to sink our participants
below the surface of the water. With the adapted diving equipment, the protégés
are enabled to dive to a depth of 135 centimetres, which will probably remain the
maximum depth for them.
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2.6. Good practice 2: Smo carji
Website: http://www.smocarji.si
The project “Inclusion of young people with special needs in sports activities”
(VMPPŠA) is funded by the European Regional Development Fund, and the
contractors are the Škofja Loka Sports Institute with partners from the Jela Janežič
Primary School and the Alpetour Ski Club. Proof that young people with special
needs can be successful athletes are also the latest successes of athletes who
returned from the competition of the Special Olympics in Abu Dhabi, two athletes
with as many as three medals.
With the project, they are raising the quality of life for children, young people as
well as their parents. They find that young people with special needs find it more
difficult to get involved in sports activities, and sport is undoubtedly an excellent
medium for networking and inclusion, thus meeting young people’s basic needs
for contact, relaxation, movement, creation and self-esteem.
The project encourages the participation of various professions and includes
organizations and individuals who support work for the inclusion of young people
with special needs. In this context, they would like to break down stereotypes about
marginality, limitation, exclusion and establish a sustainable model of establishing
correct relationships, understanding diversity and coexistence.
The project name has been selected by the students of the Jela Janežič Elementary
School from Škofja Loka and they have prepared a proposal for the project logo.
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2.7. Good practice:
More than Sport – My Best Sports Day
Website: https://www.facebook.com/mybestsportsday/
The project idea is to increase the level of physical activity of children with
disabilities and learning difficulties and promote national traditional sports
in Europe at the same time. Many people, especially children do not know the
national traditional sports. The project ensures the promotion and exchange of
traditional national sports between the project partners and enable them to be
able to engage children with special needs. Children with disabilities often could
not engage in many sports due to physical limitations. That is why they would like
to help them to get experience in very special sports day where they will enjoy the
European traditional sports. Project partners will select their national traditional
sports, which will also be suitable for children with special needs. Children with
special needs will enjoy a new experience testing national traditional sports and
learn about traditional sports of project partners countries. Creation of synergy
between local, regional, national and international policies and sport organizations/
associations, sport related organizations to promote sport and physical activity for
all EU citizens and ensure equal access, is important aspect. MSV Basket brought in
the field the realization of this event that recalled traditional games of the past but
importing 5 of them from the respective European partner countries: (1) Corner
Ball (Sweden), (2) Rotten Egg (Slovenia), (3) Catch the Handkerchief (Turkey), (4)
Boccia (Portugal) and (5) Ruzzola (Italy). More than 100 children attended.

2.8. Good practice 2: Europaragedon 2019
Website: https://www.facebook.com/europaragedon/photos/
The EUROPARAGEDON project was implemented within the period of 1st January
2019 to 31st December 2019. There were four partners within the consortium.
EUROPARAGEDON was an initiative aiming to encourage social inclusion and equal
opportunities for people with physical or intellectual disabilities through and in
sport. The partners undertook the project in order to realise the following aims:
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•

promoting sport as a tool for social inclusion;

•

empowering people with disabilities so that they can enjoy their full
participation and benefit fully from participating in the society;

•

exchanging of good practises, methods to work with people with disabilities;

•

promoting international cooperation for the benefit of social inclusion and
engagement in the lives of local societies;

•

stressing the importance of enabling persons with disabilities to participate on
equal basis with other people in recreational, leisure and sporting activities;

•

ensuring the accessibility and venues to as many people as possible;

•

encouraging people to lead healthy lifestyles and emphasizing the benefits of
being active;

•

encouraging strategic partnerships between some active organisations working
within the topic of social inclusion through sport in Europe;

•

enhancing the policy concerning people with disabilities in Europe.

2.9. Good practice:
Italian Federation Showdown
Website: http://www.ﬁspic.it/ & https://www.showdownitalia.it/index.php
Showdown is this sport, reserved for blindfolded athletes, are played between two
players, on a rectangular field, consisting of a wooden table with side rails at the
ends of which there is a small door and a raised screen positioned in the center of
the table. It is played by holding racquets made of smooth and hard material with
a length of 30 centimetres, with which you have to hit a sound ball with a diameter
of 6 centimetres. The object of the game is to send the ball to the opposite court,
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passing it under the central screen and attempting to pocket it in the opponent’s
goal. It is played from the back of the table, never from the sides, each goal is worth
two points, each foul is worth one point, and the game is won by whoever reaches
the score of 11 first with the difference, compared to the opponent, of two points.
On the eventual 16 all, whoever scores the 17th point will win. The game principle
could be compared to table tennis, it is no coincidence that the vulgar term of this
discipline is ping-pong for the blind, where low exchanges take the place of dunks
and lobs. It is played in a single category and it is mandatory during the competition
to wear masks that completely obscure the view.
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2.10. Good practice:
Scherma senza barriere
Website: https://it-it.facebook.com/schermasenzabarriere/
The project aims to improve physical abilities, promote relational integration and
develop socialization through two different types of courses: the introduction to
sports fencing in wheelchairs, in favour of people with motor disabilities, and the
practice of sports fencing for the blind, in favour of visually impaired and blind
people. The project will take place in two fencing gyms located one in Bari and the
other in Foggia. The PUGLIA REGION, as part of the “Sport for all” program, has
decided to allocate funds for the promotion of sports activities in favor of disabled
people. The “FENCING WITHOUT BARRIERS” Project is part of this context, which
sees the Puglia Region, the Italian Fencing Federation and the Italian Paralympic
Committee cooperate with each other to allow the Bari Fencing Club and the Dauno
Foggia Fencing Club to purchase the necessary equipment. The free performance
of activities related to fencing for disabled people (paraplegics, quadriplegics,
amputees, spastic) and blind or visually impaired people.

2.11. Good practice: BOCCIA 4 ALL
Website: https://boccia4all.wordpress.com/
Boccia4all (Boccia for all – Inclusive & adapted sport) is an international
collaborative small-scale project under the Erasmus+ Sport Programme. Boccia
is the best example of good practice in what social inclusion applied to sports is
concerned: it is a highly inclusive sport, since men and women of any age and with
any disability and even high degree of incapacity can practice it, and therefore
enhance their health physical activity, fits perfectly in the definition of sport for all.
There are no better “ambassadors” of boccia, then the actual practitioners, who
would pass the word on boccia through voluntary actions next to young people.
MSV staff, together with the Trainers of Cus Palermo have made breakfast at the
end of breakfast, the various working groups participated in the arrangement
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and set-up of the playing field with the collaboration of the Portuguese trainers.
Waiting for the participants in the workshop, we started to set up the Boccia courts
indoor to organize the sports groups and to simulate two Boccia matches. A global
frontal lecture was held with the support of the coaches and sports animators who
supported the athletes with disabilities. Theoretical training: 2 hours – Training
on the field: 1 hour / Programme period: 3 months. The practical activity lasted
approximately 75 minutes, with competitions and demonstrations among all
participating athletes, displaying information on best practices and training plans.

2.12. Good practice: INSPORT+
Website: https://erasmus-plus.ec.europa.eu/projects/search
/details/567197-EPP-1-2015-2-IT-SPO-SCP
Insport+, building upon the experience of the previous INSPORT project (20132014), is born with the idea of creating a network of associations across Europe
committed to foster the social inclusion of people suffering from mental health
problems through sport. The project developed its activities from January 2016
to December 2017 in a partnership including 10 European centres of excellence
coming from different European countries: Italy (acting as coordinator with the
Municipality of Prato and the support of A.S.D. Aurora), Spain, Germany, Portugal,
Hungary, France, Bulgaria, Belgium and the United Kingdom.
As a key aim of INSPORT+, collaborates set-up groups of local stakeholders
(representatives and volunteers from associations and NGOs, health and sport
professionals, local, regional and national authorities) working with different
groups of people with mental disabilities. From 2016 to 2017 partners and their
stakeholders got involved in a series of roundtables and meetings in order to
exchange information and good practices, follow interactive mentoring workshops,
plan and organise joint sport initiatives, support the interregional events, identify
challenges and foster dialogue with authorities and institutions, promote INSPORT+
philosophy in their respective work environment. Overall, 6 local stakeholder
groups have been established with 250 organisations and 300 staff representatives.
In addition, eight interregional events have been organised in each partner’s
location featuring 3-4 days of interactive seminars, visits to local centres of
excellence, city-mobilisation events, volunteer-led sporting events and activities
with European and local partners, experts in the field of sport and mental health,
target groups and citizens. The events represented the opportunity for learning
from each other’s experiences, grasping and practising mentoring principles,
testing innovative practices, networking, discussing deficiencies and new ideas,
exploring further synergies, but also for getting in touch with the reality of the
different contexts, people with mental disorders and their perceptions. Overall,
the events gathered the participation of 2.720 actors.
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The importance to increase the understanding of how sport is delivered to and
practised by people with mental disabilities led the partners to investigate various
dimensions (e.g. the legislative/normative framework, the institutions and facilities
linked to the provision of sport and physical activity, the participation of persons
with mental disabilities in sport and in social activities within the community). The
research findings have been gathered in the INSPORT+ Vademecum embracing
Country Profiles that outline conditions, frameworks and issues at stake in each
partner context. The Vademecum further illustrates the interregional events, with
users’ testimonials as well as impressions and memories from the time spent
together. Last, the document ends with recommendations.

2.13. Good practice:
Basketball in wheelchairs
Website: http://www.cstemerariiarad.ro/
https://motivation.ro/alte-sporturi-in-scaun-rulant/
Wheelchair basketball is played by two 2 teams of five 5 players each. The goal of
each team is to score as many points in the opposing team’s basket and prevent the
opposing team from scoring in their own basket. Referees, officials, a commissioner
and a classifier, control wheelchair basketball. The target group are athletes who
have a permanent physical disability of the lower limbs that prevents him/her
from running, jumping and pivoting like a player without disabilities. Persons with
physical disabilities regardless of age and/or gender. The game consists of four 4
periods of 10 minutes each. There will be 2-minute breaks between the first and
second periods of play (first half), between the third and fourth periods of play
(second half) and before each overtime. The interval (pause) between rounds will
be 15 minutes. The playing field will be flat, with a hard surface, without obstacles
with dimensions of 28 m length and 15 m width measurable inside the edge
lines. The wheelchairs used need to have specific dimensions and, for example, a
basketball wheelchair must be equipped with 3 or 4 wheels.
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2.14. Good practice:
Table tennis for persons in
wheelchairs/Para table tennis
Website: http://www.cstemerariiarad.ro/parteneri/
https://specialolympics.ro/sporturi/sporturi-oferite/tenis-de-masa/
Para table tennis is a sport for persons with physical disabilities that follows the
rules set by the International Table Tennis Federation. Mostly the rules remain the
same as for the usual table tennis, with small modifications. Table tennis is played
in over 50 countries and, in terms of the number of participating athletes; table
tennis is the 4th largest Paralympic sport. It was created as new and enormous
possibilities for sports to become one way to treat and rehabilitate people with
disabilities, minimizing altogether the inconvenience of physical disabilities. Table
tennis is seen as a sport of both the mind and the body. Because it is not a contact
sport, frequent injuries do not occur. Usually, the degree of difficulty, strength and
endurance required evolves with the level of training, so the risk of injury is very
low. Among the benefits of the game, we can mention increasing concentration
and alertness, stimulating brain function, training sight/hand coordination,
development of strategic thinking, and a good opportunity of socializing. A pillow
can be used (regardless of make, size, material), and the wheelchair does not
need to have a back support. In addition, the table will have no barriers that could
impede the normal and regular movement of the wheelchair. Wheelchair athletes
can touch the tennis table during the game with their free hand, without losing
points, but they cannot support the table to perform the kicks. Wheelchair athletes’
feet or footrests cannot touch the ground during play.

2.15. Good practice: VisiBall
Website: https://4mbarriers.eu/index.php
The “VisiBall” sport is a form of 5-a-side football played by mixed teams of blind
and non-blind players designed by Matteo CURRELI within the European “FourMinutes Barriers: Foster the inclusion of visually impaired youngsters through
sport methodologies and sport activities” (4MinBs | FMB) (2020-2021) (613251-EPP-
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1-2019-1-BG-SPO-SCP), Co-funded by the Erasmus+ programme of the European
Union. Visiball involves sighted and VIP playing on the same court at the same time,
creating real inclusion and interaction. The sport can be practiced on any ordinary
football field, measuring a minimum of 38 * 18 meters and a maximum of 42 * 22
meters. Other materials are bell balls, blindfolds for the sighted players, protective
helmets, including the nasal septum for the protection of blind players, barriers
that delimit the side edges of the field. Every team, apart from the players, must
have a resource person called the Guide. The Guide provides verbal guidance to
blind players to help them locate the opposing team’s goal position and keep them
safe by warning them of any danger.

2.16. Good practice: Tandem cycling
Website: https://www.facebook.com/AsociatiaTandem2010
https://www.facebook.com/anraradro
Cycling is one of the most accessible disciplines for visually impaired people thanks
to the Tandem. The team can be male, female or mixed whatever the position on
the tandem. The sighted guide is called “pilot”. Only the pilot guides the bicycle.
The VIP has a non-directional handlebar to hold on to. They must have absolute
trust in the pilot.
Cycling in tandem is done for leisure (cycle touring to keep an active lifestyle) or
in competition. It is addressed to all age ranges. In the Paralympics, it includes
two disciplines: road cycling and track cycling. Just like anyone else, and as with all
exercise, it has a positive effect on weight and strength management, confidence,
independence, and reduction in anxiety and stress. In addition to providing a great
workout, the teamwork required by tandem cycling can strengthen friendship
bonds and rapport between riders. Loredana, v.i. since her birth: “It brings me a
lot of joy and it is good for me, because I am in open air and thanks to this activity,
I discover places that I couldn’t see in another way. What is also fruitful is meeting
the pilot. It is never the same pilot who comes with us. I also get to know other
people. And this event is an opportunity to share our experiences.”
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2.17. Good practice: Swimming
Website: http://www.asociatia-integra.ro/
https://www.facebook.com/Integra-Asociatia-DizabilitatiMentale-415791695153601/photos/?ref=page_internal
Swimming is one of the most popular sports in the world. Unlike other sports,
swimming is a skill that is learned, first for safety and, secondly, for competitive
purposes. Swimming includes a variety of styles, from sprints to longer events
and relays.

An athlete with Down syndrome who has been diagnosed with “atlantoaxial
instability” cannot participate in the butterfly test or other tests whose starting
point involves immersing the competitor in water. Swimming helps improve the
following aspects of one’s life: (1) correction of spinal deviations: kyphosis, lordosis,
scoliosis, atony; (2) stimulation of the musculoskeletal system in both healthy
people and people with disabilities; (3) increased immunity, including in winter.
Even if the weather is not favourable, swimming does not increase the risk of
colds in children if acclimatization is achieved; (4) cardiovascular and respiratory
disorders - swimming stimulates blood circulation and heart function, helps in
lymphatic drainage and increases lung capacity; (5) growth disorders; (6) improving
joint diseases and increasing the mobility of different body segments; Psychoemotionally, swimming increases self-confidence and helps to achieve better stress
management.
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2.18. Good practice:
Athletics - Running
Website: http://www.asociatia-integra.ro/
https://www.facebook.com/Integra-Asociatia-DizabilitatiMentale-415791695153601/photos/?ref=page_internal
Athletics encourages athletes, regardless of ability and age, to compete to their full
potential. Through training programs in athletics, participants can develop their
fitness so that they can compete in any sport. Differences compared to the classic
style: One of the main differences is that all participants reach a final. In addition,
the Special Olympics philosophy urges all athletes to give their best every time. A
Special Olympics athlete can help his time qualify to be part of a better group in the
future. An athlete with Down syndrome who has been diagnosed with Atlantoaxial
Instability will not participate in pentathlon and high jump events.
Athletics for children with Down Syndrome has a positive impact on their health
as well as on their physical and mental abilities. They get the feeling they belong
to a community and strive to become more independent.

2.19. Good practice: Tricycle
Website: www.appc.pt
https://www.facebook.com/associacaodoportodeparalisiacerebral
Tricycle is a modality of athletics adapted for people with cerebral palsy and
physical disabilities that affect movement, balance, who move in a wheelchair or
who do not have functional running on foot. The athletes use a tricycle, a threewheeled vehicle in which the front wheel has dual steering, power steering shaft,
and three supports (handlebars with or without brakes, saddle, and trunk support)
and no pedals. This way, lack of balance and motor uncontrolled are no longer a
problem, allowing them to run around. Anyone can practice this modality, but can
only compete, either nationally or internationally, as long as they are within the
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functional classes. The International Paralympic Committee (IPC) is recognizing
tricycle at the international level. Currently 13 countries have Tricycle practitioners
(Europe, Asia and America).

2.20. Good practice: Adapted scuba diving
Website: www.appc.pt
https://www.facebook.com/associacaodoportodeparalisiacerebral
It is aimed at all clients of the Residential Unit and/or the Occupational Activity
Centers of the Cerebral Palsy Association of Porto. These adapted »classes« seek
to provide more mobility and improve the quality of life of those who participate.
In progress for nine years now, the adapted diving project has a team of volunteer
divers that allows those who spend the day, for example, in a wheelchair, to have
more “freedom” in the water. In a differentiated group of people with cerebral
palsy, there are those who use flippers and do autonomous underwater courses
in the pool; and others, for example, who need more support, always have two
divers accompanying them.
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2.21. Good practice: Boccia
Website: www.appc.pt
https://www.facebook.com/associacaodoportodeparalisiacerebral

Boccia is a sport of universal nature. The game ranges from leisure and recreation
to the highest level of competition and, is recognized in this respect by official
entities worldwide. Having been elected as a Paralympic sport, the goal of this
sport is to place the coloured balls (six blue against six red) as close as possible to a
target ball (white ball), which is strategically thrown by a first player into the playing
area (Bocce Field). There is no age limit for the practice of the sport. It is a mixed
game and can be played by people with or without physical or motor difficulties.
The material resources, as well as the Boccia Rules, have been adapted to enable
people with motor difficulties to play.

2.22. Good practice:
Promotion and dissemination of
sports practice directed to people with disabilities
Website: www.adada.pt
https://www.facebook.com/ADADA-Porto-Associa%C3%A7%C3%A3o-deDesporto-Adaptado-do-Porto-1496204263980507
ADADA Porto was founded in 2014, with the aim of providing formal sports
practice to the disabled. Based in Porto, it has achieved results of excellence for
its swimmers with physical, mental and sensory disabilities, proven by numerous
national titles and presence in European and World Championships, representing
the National Team, and, being recognized by various sports agents, municipalities
and businesses as an example of what should be the work directed to this
population.
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2.23. Good practice: TG4A
Website: https://www.facebook.com/associacaosocialdesilveirinhos
Adapted Portuguese Traditional Games is a project that aims to bring the equal
opportunities to people with disabilities and/or mental illness that participate and
compete in this kind of activities. The purpose of Traditional Games is to maintain
the traditions and history of the country and to create an opportunity for people of
different generations to interact and pass on this traditions, rules and history. With
the adapted traditional games, the purpose is the same, and by doing this, we open
these possibilities to this people. Our project takes place mainly in the North of
Portugal and mostly in Gondomar, although with the help of Portuguese Traditional
Games Federation, this project happens in all the country. The feedback we are
receiving is very positive, not only from people with disabilities and/or mental
illness, but also from every kind of public, who also wants to participate in the
activity. The fact that people can “experience” the struggles of a certain disability
or mental illness helps to sensitize them to be concerned and help in the inclusion
of this kind of public. Associated partners in the project: IPDJ (Portuguese Institute
of Sports and Youth); INATEL Foundation; Portuguese Federation of Traditional
Games; Aventur – Associação Desportiva; União de Freguesias de Gondomar (S.
Cosme), Valbom e Jovim; Municipality of Gondomar, etc.
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2.24. Good practice: Bocci
Website: https://www.facebook.com/associacaosocialdesilveirinhos
The Boccia Silveirinhos Crew is a project that was created with the purpose of
offer people with disabilities and/or mental illness the possibility of being part of
a kind of sport club.
The aim of the project is to foment the participation of people with disabilities
and/or mental illness in a sport that is adequate to their physical and cognitive
capacities. In addition, the practice of boccia raises motivation, self-esteem and
interest of participation in people with disabilities and/or mental illness. This activity
takes place in Gondomar, in our headquarters. We are having very good feedback
from the participants and their families; the families give the feedback that
people are becoming more communicative and open to share their feelings and
to actually maintain a conversation. In addition, in physical terms, the participants
demonstrate an improvement in their motricity and mobility.
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2.25. Good practice: Sport4All
Website: https://www.facebook.com/associacaosocialdesilveirinhos
This project was a sports program developed with the purpose to evaluate and help
people with disabilities and/or mental illness to practice sports and by that improve
their habits, lifestyle and health. Their aim was to have a full group of 25-30 persons
to apply the methodology of Sport4All and verify the results a regular sports
practice has on people with disabilities and/or mental illness. They conducted a
program of 12 or more sports/modalities. During the program the participants
were submitted to a series of tests (exercises and physical tests like jumping or
doing squats for example) to evaluate their situations, struggles and possible
injuries. After this test every participant were given a series of exercises to help
them improve. We created a document called "Dossier do Desporto” (Sport File),
were we registered every information about the participant (test results, exercises,
disability, etc) and after a period of 3-5 months we retested to see the effects. The
feedback was very positive with all the participants showing improvements in their
struggle’s areas. This project was recognized with the "Associative Good Practices"
by the IPDJ and was also mentioned in the European Solidarity Corps as a Good
Practice Project.
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CHAPTER 3: ACTIVITIES
3.1. Activities for people with physical disabilities
3.1.1. Boccia
It is a modality for athletes with cerebral palsy and/or other neurological disorders
originating in the central nervous system and severe neuromuscular disorders of
non-cerebral origin that affect all four limbs. However, it is a mixed game and can
be played by people with or without physical or motor difficulties.
Addressing Competencies: improvement of laterality, concentration, muscle
control, coordination.
Goals of the Activity:
•

Contributes to the improvement of athletes’ self-esteem, making them feel
useful and capable;

•

Allows the overcoming of their individual limits, enabling individuals with a
low degree of functionality to seek success, performance and self-fulfilment;

•

By developing the technical skills required to play bocce, a player will develop
their movement skills. A player can apply the improvement in the movement
skills to enhance their functional ability and remain active for longer.

•

A player will develop their decision-making skills that will then help a player to
develop their ability to be independent and make their own decisions during
everyday tasks.

•

Basic stretching can develop flexibility, which can relieve pain and discomfort.

Materials needed for Implementation: Boccia balls, rails, helmets/pointers,
wheelchairs, ball holders, benches for the competition partners, elastic bands,
and the pavilion/gym.
Concrete Steps for the Implementation: 6 ends are played. Each ends only when the
last ball is thrown. Before you start the game, you need to know if the athletes need
an assistant or auxiliary device, according to their degree of disability. Athletes may
compete with the assistance of assistants, who must remain outside the athlete’s
playing area. The assistant can only stabilize or adjust the player’s chair and deliver
the ball on request of the players with more limited functional characteristics, as
they cannot throw the balls. To throw the balls, the athletes use auxiliary devices,
chutes, helmets with pointers and are always assisted by an escort, who must
always keep his back to the playing area. Gather the participants around the indoor
field. Explain them the aims and the rules of Boccia:
•

The use of hands, feet or aid instruments (gutters) is allowed for athletes with
great impairment in the upper and lower limbs.

•

The game starts after the coin toss to decide who will receive the cue ball or
target ball, to throw. The side/player throwing the jack also play the ¬first
coloured ball.

•

Six blue and six red leather balls are thrown, with the aim of placing them as
close as possible to a white ball called a “jack” or target ball;
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•

The side/player furthest from the jack continue to play their balls until they get
nearer (or run out of balls) at which point the other team /player plays

•

An end is completed when all 13 balls have been played.

•

Points are awarded according to the number of balls of the same colour closest
to white in relation to the opponent’s balls.

•

At the completion of 6 ends, the points scored on each end are added together
– the team/player with the highest total score wins.

Risks and Recommendations for Trainers:
•

Let participants familiarize themselves with game materials, such as balls and
their weight, and all materials to help them understand their function

•

Use careful descriptive and precise communication about the aims and rules
of the game

3.1.2. Slalom
Slalom is a modality of expertise, performed in a wheelchair (manual or electric),
intended for people with cerebral palsy and/or other motor disabilities.
Addressing Competencies: strength, motorosclectic concentration, coordination.
Goals of the Activity:
•

Maintenance, conservation and development of the physical characteristics of
athletes with cerebral palsy;

•

Give greater autonomy and functionality to your daily life, encouraging the use
of the wheelchair’s limited capabilities;

•

Physical and personal development based on the fun, risk and underlying
challenge that their competitive activity provides.

Materials needed for Implementation: place with space to practice; wheelchair
(manual or electric); ramps; pins/flags/cones.
Concrete Steps for the Implementation: slalom consists of carrying out a course
built with artificial obstacles, in the shortest possible time, avoiding making
mistakes. This route simulates some of the obstacles that people with physical
disabilities face in their daily lives (e.g. changing direction, going around something,
etc.). Slalom can be done individually or collectively in teams of 4 elements.
Individual Competition: Individual tests can be of two types and work separately:
•

Timed courses: consisting of two events, the fixed course and the variable
course. The result is the sum of the two results (fixed + variable), by classes/
divisions.

•

Parallel races/individual eliminations, by classes/divisions.

Collective Competition: Parallel races/team relay: each team with 4 athletes (from
different classes, each class has a score and each team cannot exceed 16 points). Teams
can be mixed and with substitutes. The course is the same as for individual parallel races.
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Slalom is a modality based on an obstacle course, covered in a wheelchair,
combined with three different courses. By creating difficulties such as ramps, turns,
changes of direction, etc., the athlete is required to have a set of physical faculties
– motor coordination, general strength, technique, etc. - and not only in order to
complete the course without penalties. These penalties can be 3 seconds, in the
case of stepping on lines and touching the pins; 5 seconds for pin knockdowns;
and disqualifications in case of errors in the courses.
Risks and Recommendations for Trainers:
•

Children and youth practitioners must be adequately supervised, and their
teammates must communicate safety expectations and always promote safe
sporting practices;

•

Before starting the slalom practice, a summary of procedures and rules for
a safe practice must be prepared, demonstrating to practitioners how to
minimize possible risks of the activity;

•

Trainers must be informed of the health history and physical limitations of
athletes, which may affect their performance in order to meet their specific
skills;

•

Ensure that each practitioner always warms up before exercise (at least 10
minutes) and stretches afterwards;

•

Ensure that each rider is properly seated and adjusted to the wheelchair,
securing parts of the body susceptible to injury if necessary;

•

Demonstrate how to employ correct technique at all times for each required
wheelchair movement.

3.1.3. Race runner
Race runner is an adapted athletics modality for people with cerebral palsy and
motor disabilities that affect movement, balance, who move in a wheelchair or
who don‘t have a functional running on foot. Anyone can practice this modality,
but they can only compete, whether nationally or internationally, as long as they
are within the functional classes of this modality.
Addressing Competencies; coordination, motoroscelectic concentration.
Goals of the Activity:
•

Strengthen the work of athletes with severe disabilities;

•

Share and develop knowledge about training, equipment and disabilities.
Analysis of performance and results relating to training and competitions;

•

Improve planning, strategy and memory skills;

•

Develop functionality in the standing and running position, promoting
symmetry, dissociation and balance of the body;

•

Increase respiratory capacity and global resistance;

•

Correction of the posture in a global way;
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•

Develop the joy of playing a sport and competing;

•

Strengthen self-esteem and friendship and develop contacts with the sport of
athletics competition.

Materials needed for Implementation: place with space to practice, race runner
vehicle with 3 wheels, in which the front wheel has dual steering, power steering
shaft, and 3 supports (handlebars with or without brakes, saddle and trunk
support) and without pedals.
Concrete Steps for the Implementation: race running is similar to athletics in the
sense that a race is performed. The difference is based on the use of a race runner.
In this way, there is a match, the race takes place and, depending on the previously
established meters, the winner and subsequent places are defined. However, it
should be noted that this modality could be performed in a competition context or
in an amateur context. Ends when the last practitioner reaches the goal. Distances
similar to traditional races, from 40 to 3000 meters or more.
Risks and Recommendations for Trainers: use careful descriptive and precise
communication about the aims and rules of the game.

3.1.4. Seated triceps dips
Addressing Competencies: balance, movement, body coordination, strength.
Goals of the Activity: this activity will strengthen triceps, chest and the front of the
shoulders. Strengthening those parts of the body will be particularly useful when
transferring from a wheelchair.
Materials needed for Implementation: chair with armrests or wheelchair.
Duration of the activity: 5 - 10 minutes.
Concrete Steps for the Implementation: you will need a good built and secure chair
on level-grounded firm ground. The activity is done so that you will need to place
your hands on the armrests of your wheelchair or chair. Make sure they are directly
beneath your shoulders. Push yourself up until your arms are fully extended, then
slowly lower yourself down until you are fully seated again. For optimal results,
count the times you could do the exercise, so you can track your improvement
every time you do it!
Modification: If you don’t have quite the arm strength yet, but you do have some
leg strength, you can use your legs to assist you slightly. However, try to let your
arms do as much of the work as possible.
Risks and Recommendations for Trainers: make sure the chair is of good quality to
be able to hold the weight. It also needs to have good stability and stand on proper
ground, so it is not able to move.

3.1.5. Aeroplane arms
Addressing Competencies: balance, movement, body coordination.
Goals of the Activity: the goal is to build muscle, improve strength and build on the
already existing range of motion as well as to improve balance and core strength.
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Materials needed for Implementation: chair/wheelchair.
Duration of the activity: 15 minutes.
Concrete Steps for the Implementation: this activity is done sitting. Sit upright in
your wheelchair or chair with your back straight, and extend your arms out straight
at your sides. Using slow, large motions and keeping your arms, hands and back
straight, create big circles with your arms.
Start by going anti-clockwise for twenty repetitions, then try it clockwise.
Additionally, you can count how many repetitions you did and keep track of
improvement.
Risks and Recommendations for Trainers: provide a chair without armrests
and make sure it is stable and standing still. Keep an eye out for any objects in
the vicinity that they could hit and remove them. In addition, do not let them
overestimate their strength in order to prevent any injuries.

3.1.6. Medicine ball bouncing
Addressing Competencies: strength, movement, body coordination.
Goals of the Activity: the goal is to build muscle, improve strength and build on the
already existing range of motion as well as to improve balance and core strength.
Materials needed for Implementation: basketball or medicine ball.
Duration: 5 – 10 minutes.
Concrete Steps for the Implementation: depending on your existing strength, using
either a medicine ball or a lighter basketball line your wheelchair up in front of a
wall and bounce the ball into the wall. Catch it as it bounces back to you and do
not let it escape.
Do twenty repetitions to start with, or see how many times you can bounce the
ball on the wall in two minutes to really feel your arms burn from the workout!
Risks and Recommendations for Trainers: constant supervision. Help estimate their
strength to prevent injuries. Remove anything in the vicinity and keep an eye on
the ball. Collect the ball if it escapes, as well as prevent them throwing it anywhere
but the wall. Help estimate the distance they need from the wall to themselves.

3.1.7. Musical Ball
Addressing Competencies: teamwork, confidence, hand to eye coordination.
Goals of the Activity: the goal of the activity is to improve body coordination skills
and perhaps develop friendships with their counterparts.
Materials needed for Implementation: a room, a gym, you can also implement this
activity outside on a grass field. A beach ball or some other kind of ball. A portable
CD player, radio, it is also possible to use a phone on speaker mode.
Duration: up to 30 min.
Concrete Steps for the Implementation: the musical ball game is similar to musical
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chairs, except players get points and no one ever gets “out”. Musical ball can help
children with limited mobility or on wheelchairs to develop gross motor skills in
the arms and hands. Visually impaired children can also play this game. Arrange
the children in a circle. Give the beach ball to one child. Cue a children’s music CD
on a portable CD player or cue music on a computer. Instruct the children to begin
passing the ball around the circle when the music begins. Allow the music to play
for 30 seconds or more, and then stop the music. The child holding the ball when
the music stops gets one point. The children begin passing the ball again when the
music is restarted. Continue playing until one player reaches five points. You can
choose a reward of some sort for the player who reaches five points.
Risks and Recommendations for Trainers: you can attach bells to a large colourful
beach ball to help visually impaired children pass the ball, if there are some in
your group.

3.1.8. Fishing with magnets
Addressing Competencies: motor skills, confidence, hand to eye coordination,
accuracy.
Goals of the Activity: the goal of the activity is to “fish” the most valuable objects
using magnets and to let the participants share an experience.
Materials needed for Implementation: different objects with a magnet attached to
them. A pole with a magnet on the end.
Duration: up to 30min.
Concrete Steps for the Implementation: different objects are placed on the floor
and attached with a magnet. The competitors have to catch as many objects as
possible with the “fishing rod”, which also has a magnet at the end, and take them
to a certain place. You can designate the “certain place” anywhere, from a sofa to
another room or you can put a tape in a square on the ground and designate it
as the drop off place.
The players can play just for fun or you can make a competition out of it.
In the case of a competition, the objects can be valued differently; one of the
objects can be valued at 1 point, another one at 2 points, and a heavier object with
3 points and so on. Points are then added together and/or a time limit can be set.
It can also be played in teams, for example two players against two other players.
If some of the players have severe disabilities you can modify the designated drop
zone and move it closer to them.
Risks and Recommendations for Trainers: you can make an additional activity out
of making the rods and object with magnets. You can use any wooden or plastic
stick. Tie some string up the top and a magnet at the bottom of the string. You can
tie or glue magnets to various objects. The participants can choose the objects or
bring them from home.
As always, have a watchful eye over your participants/players.
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3.1.9. Bowls
Addressing Competencies: basic motor schemes, capacity for transformation,
combination skills, and kinaesthetic differentiation.
Goals of the Activity: muscle control and precision.
Materials needed for Implementation: bowls.
Duration: score of 11.
Concrete Steps for the Implementation: Bowls is a low-impact precision sport in
which people with physical disabilities can participate in the same way as ablebodied athletes. There are no changes to the standard boules competition rules
applied. The game involves rolling radially asymmetrical balls (called lawn bowls)
towards the target of a smaller white ball (called Jack).
The two fundamental principles of the sport of bowls are the approach and the
bowling (raffa or volo).
The approach gesture can be defined as an approach and precision throw, which
aims to position one’s ball as close as possible to the jack and is performed in a
static position.
The gesture of rejection (raffa or volo), The gesture of rejection (raffa or volo) is
carried out with more force and has the purpose of hitting one or more opposing
balls with the intention of moving them away from the jack and is performed in a
position of movement.
A very important aspect is the team working aspect and the development
of strategies on the playing field; it allows the increase of the principles of
collaboration and sharing through altruism and friendship.
Risks and Recommendations for Trainers: Some recommendations for the trainers
have to do with being mindful of raising self-esteem. Not all of the trainers are
aware of the processes underlying self-esteem, nor of how great the weight of a
word can be. In particular, they are the reference figures for children, they must
be aware that their judgment has enormous value. It is advisable for the trainers
to prepare a list of significant words to use in line with objectives.

3.1.10. Interpretation of music
Addressing Competencies: basic motor schemes, ability to balance, combination
skills, capacity for transformation.
Goals of the Activity: being able to move in different ways (up and down).
Materials needed for Implementation: stereo system.
Duration: 3-4 minutes per repetition.
Concrete Steps for the Implementation: the instructor indicates different exercises
to be performed to the sound of music with different rhythms: moving like a robot,
in slow motion, fast, jumping, spinning, on the ground, in the most graceful way
possible. Another version is to not assign special aims and let the children feel free
to move to music, as they perceive what movements the music inspires.
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Risks and Recommendations for Trainers: working with images and stories, if there
are children in the wheelchair, pick up the rhythm of the music and the movement
by customizing the movement of the wheelchair according to the emotions that
the beats and the rhythm are able to instil.

3.1.11. Baskin
Addressing Competencies: basic motor schemes, ability to balance, combination
skills, capacity for transformation.
Goals of the Activity: inclusion and socialization.
Materials needed for Implementation: minibasketball and adjustable baskets.
Duration: 4 times of 8 minutes.
Concrete Steps for the Implementation: Baskin is played on the basketball court
with two additional side baskets at the midline level. Under the side baskets (height
2.20 m) two lower baskets are inserted, at a height of 1.10 m. Protected areas
allow the throw towards the side baskets without marking by the opponents
and, according to the circumstances, with a lighter ball. Each team is formed by 6
players. Each player is assigned a role ranging from 1 to 5, depending on his motor
skills. A player can also hire the role of tutor and more or less directly accompany
all the actions of a teammate with disabilities.
•

For each team 2 players with role 5, who have a maximum of 3 shots per time
available.

•

The sum of the numbers indicating the roles of each team must not exceed
the value of 23.

•

It is not allowed to mark an opponent of a lower role (the roles are visible on
the shirts).

•

It is allowed to return the ball to the backcourt and time is stopped

Risks and Recommendations for Trainers: assignment of roles
•

The player with multiple disabilities plays in the lateral semicircle without
coverage. After the pass, perform a possible dribble and then throw the ball
in the basket at 1.10 m within 10 seconds.

•

Depending on the mobility, the player can play outside or inside of the lateral
semicircle: after passing, he can dribble within 10 seconds in the protected
semicircle and throw the ball into the basket at 2.20 m.

•

The player with a disability dribbles and can walk instead of running and
playing in standard baskets.

•

The player without major disabilities can dribble, walk, run, but cannot make
a running shot.

•

The player with basic knowledge of basketball can take the role of a tutor.
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3.2. Activities for people with visual impairments
3.2.1. Goalball
Addressing Competencies: spatial awareness, structure and enhancing kinaesthetic
differentiation, develops anaerobic endurance, auditory and somatosensory
perception.
Goals of the Activity: Goalball is a modality based on tactile and auditory
perceptions, which together allow them to develop a high spatial orientation so
that the player knows their exact position on the field. Strength is a determining
quality in the development of the game, and it will be worked systematically in
all parts of the body. It develops anaerobic resistance due to the continuous use
of short and fast movements of maximum intensity. It structures and improves
kinaesthetic differentiation by performing constant motor skills at a given time
and space.
Materials needed for Implementation:
•

Volleyball court

•

Sisal thread and tape

•

Goals (rigid material) with internal measures of 9 m wide by 1.30 m tall, whose
posts are round

•

Natural rubber ball, 24-25 cm in diameter and 75.5-78.5 cm in circumference,
weighing 1,250 +/- 0.50 gr, it is hollow, has two bells inside and eight holes (4 in
the upper hemisphere and 4 at the bottom) of approximately 1 cm in diameter

•

Ophthalmic dressings and blindfolds

•

Padded pants, shin pads, knee pads, elbow pads, waist protectors, cups (or
corset for women)

Duration: matches last 24 minutes, with two halves of 12
Concrete Steps for the Implementation: teams are made up of six players, with
three members playing at any one time.
You must prepare the court according to these instructions:
•

A court that is 18m long and 9m wide, often on an indoor volleyball court
without the central net;

•

A goal at each end of the court, covering the entire 9m width of the court;

•

Divide the court into six even sections;

•

At either end, just in front of the goal, is the team area; beyond that is each
team’s landing zone; the middle two sections are collectively referred to as
the neutral zone;

•

Tactile markings (string that is taped to the floor), to help the players determine
where they are.

•

The team area has six hash marks (three at the front, one on either side, and
one on the goal line) to assist with player orientation.
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To score a goal, a player must roll or bounce the ball down the length of the court,
past the opposing defenders, and into the opponents’ goal. Opponents listen for
the oncoming ball and attempt to block it with their bodies. Once they are able to
stop the ball and take control of it, they become the offensive team.
Goalball requires two referees during each game, and four goal-judges remain at
the corners of the court to verify if the ball touches or crosses the line into goals.
They also retrieve the ball when it goes out of bounds. Infractions are generally
punished by the loss of possession to the other team.
A goal is one point and is scored when the ball completely crosses the goal line.
The team with the higher score at the end of regulation time is the winner.
Risks and Recommendations for Trainers: only players and referees may talk or
make noise during play. Coaches, teammates and spectators must remain silent
so players can hear and locate the ball. Officials use verbal commands to inform
players of what is happening during the game. Coaching of players is only allowed
after any whistled stoppage in play, or at half time.

3.2.2. Shapes
Addressing Competencies: relaxation, sensory stimulation, communication.
Goals of the Activity: stimulating the senses.
Materials needed for Implementation: dry pasta in different shapes (Macaroni,
Penne, Farfalle, Tortellini, Elbows, Fusilli, Conchiglie, Shells, ... ), bowls.
Duration: 30 – 45 minutes.
Concrete Steps for the Implementation: for this activity, you will need to buy
different shapes of pasta. Make sure everyone’s hands are clean, as well as the
table, so the pasta can be reused.
Keep in mind that similar pasta shapes will be much harder to distinguish, so it
is best to start out with only 3-4, very different shapes of pasta. Mix the different
shapes and place them in front of the participants on the table. Time the activity
to 15 minutes. The participants can then feel the pasta, estimate the shape, and
place it in a bowl, specifically for that shape. After 15 minutes, you can check how
successful the activity was. If the activity was too easy, you can add more shapes
of pasta, or use more similarly shaped pasta.
This activity can also be held in pairs, having the pair communicate which shape
they placed in which bowl. Working together, they can be faster and beat the timer!
Risks and Recommendations for Trainers: secure the bowls to the table, as they
could fall over if not careful. Keep an eye out for broken pieces of pasta, as well as
small bits and make sure you remove them.

3.2.3. Endurance running for 5 minutes
Addressing Competencies: balance, aerobic exercise, movement, improving
cardiovascular health.
Goals of the Activity: to get participants used to aerobic activities that are important
for the development and maintenance of cardiovascular system. To accustom
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participants to a rational distribution of strength when overcoming prolonged cyclic
exertion. To eliminate or reduce resistance to endurance running.
Materials needed for Implementation: proper footwear and clothing, suited to
running, an indoor or an outdoor track.
Duration: 1 hour.
Concrete Steps for the Implementation: gather your participants and escort
them to the track field (outdoor or indoor) or the running path in nature of your
own choosing. If they run in nature, then the track must be flat and previously
examined, so that it is without stones or any other such obstacles.
Ask your participants if they wish to run alone or in pairs. When participants have
made their choice, make a starting order. Also, let them know that they are not
allowed to stop or walk, nor should they race after a better runner. It is important
that they know that they should run at the pace of their own choosing. It does not
matter who is faster, only that they can run for 5 minutes straight.
When you have instructed your participants and made a starting order, guide the
first participant to the starting point and let them start. If a participant is confident
enough to run alone and has already done that successfully, you can let them run
alone; otherwise, you need to assign them a trainer who runs along with them. The
participant can touch the trainer’s hand or elbow and run alongside. Alternatively,
tie an elastic band to the trainer and have the participant hold the other end of
the elastic band in his hand.
A participant has successfully completed the task if he or she can run 5 minutes
at a pace of his/her own choice.
If the participants are not up to the level of running for 5 minutes continuously, it
is advisable to train them previously through planned practice. They can run on
a treadmill, on a track field or in nature for a shorter time. If needed you can also
change the exercise time, for example running for 3 minutes.
Risks and Recommendations for Trainers: you need to watch out for the physical
ability of the participants, if they themselves do not know at what tempo, they
need to run. It is better that they run at a slower pace. Use careful descriptive and
precise communication. It is recommended that participants are familiar with the
terrain in advance. It is also advised that you have enough trainers to accompany
all the participants, if not, let only so many participants run at the same time as you
have trainers that can accompany them. Lead the participants around the track a
few times at a walking pace, so that they can familiarise themselves with the track
or the running path.

3.2.4. Gymnastic exercises with a ball
Addressing Competencies: movement, exercising, socializing, coordination.
Goals of the Activity: Rehabilitation and physical activity.
Materials needed for Implementation: a gym or a room, optionally foam mats, Balls
(small exercise balls, beach balls, handballs, volleyballs, ... ).
Duration: 45 minutes.
Concrete Steps for the Implementation: gather your participants and explain
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to them exactly what exercises they will be performing. You can show them by
example and let them feel the precise movement by touching you. Alternatively,
explain the exercises, let them perform them and correct them while they perform
the movements.
Exercise 1: Participant is lying on his back with legs bent and arms by the side of
the body. He places a ball between his knees. Then he lifts his knees and tries to
bring them to his chest and to touch his chin. Then lowers them to their original
position. Holds position. In the second part of the exercise, he lowers the knees
to the right/left side without touching the ground. Holds each position for a few
seconds. Repeat the whole exercise several times.
Exercise 2: The participant has their arms folded behind their head, holding a ball
with both hands. Slowly raises the arms with the ball above the head and at the
same time raises the body (to a sitting position). Then, in the reverse direction,
slowly lowers body and hands holding the ball to the original position. Repeat the
exercise several times.
Exercise 3: The participant lies on his back, holding the ball with the lower part of
the legs. The arms are next to the body. The participant lifts his legs; the upper
part of the body is lying on the ground. In the second part of the exercise, the legs
are lifted slightly off the ground and the lower body is slightly rotated to the left or
right - hold the position. Then return the legs to the centre and raise them again.
Repeat the exercise several times.
Risks and Recommendations for Trainers: first, explain the exercises carefully to
the participants. After explaining, the exercises let them, try it for themselves, keep
a watchful eye on them and help them if they are not performing them correctly.
You can also allow them to touch you, while you are demonstrating the exercises,
so that they can understand them better.

3.2.5. Jump rope
Addressing Competencies: body coordination, movement, motor skills, aerobic
exercise
Goals of the Activity: developing motor skills is vital for individuals to obtain
optimum health while leading an enjoyable and successful life of physical activity.
Not only does physical activity help to reduce certain diseases, it increases the
quality of life of a person by enhancing his or her emotional and mental well-being.
The more physically active people are in their daily lives, the more confident they
become in their physical abilities.
Materials needed for Implementation: jump ropes, at least as many as the number
of participants. Optionally, mats made of shock-absorbent rubber.
Duration: from 30 minutes to an hour
Concrete Steps for the Implementation: below are three ways of teaching
participants how to jump rope:
1. With the whole-part-whole approach, the complete skill is introduced at the
beginning. The instructor or a peer demonstrates to the participant what the whole
skill looks like. The participant can see the skill with his or her residual vision or by
using tactile means of gathering information. In the latter method, the participant
feels the instructor or peer performing the skill, listens, and then feels again and
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receives verbal explanations throughout. Once the participant understands the
whole skill, he or she performs parts of the skill – the grip, the arm swing, and the
jump with or without the rope. Once the participant experiences the parts of the
skill, he or she can then put the whole skill together to jump rope at whatever level
he or she chooses.
2. With the physical guidance approach, the instructor, para educator, or peer
moves the participant through the necessary motions for a skill. The guidance can
be anything from moving the participant’s arm to the whole swinging motion or
just a tap on the knee to remind the participant to jump.
3. With tactile modelling, the participant feels the instructor, para educator, or a
peer move through the motions of a skill to gain the necessary information to be
able to perform the skill herself or himself.
There are some ways the instructor can modify the physical environment to
improve a participant’s success in jumping rope. Cutting the jump rope in half and
allowing the participant to use only the arm motion of jumping rope or using the
jump motion with the arm motion can be useful. With this part of a progression,
the participant does not have to worry about timing or the height of the jump to be
successful. The participant will not have to stop because the rope is stuck on his or
her legs. In addition, their heart rate and expenditure of energy are still elevated,
and they still receive the social benefit of being involved in the jump rope unit.
If a participant is having a hard time holding the rope with one or both hands, the
rope can be tied or attached with Velcro to their hand.
As we mentioned earlier, a cushioned mat can be used to ensure that the
participant stays within a specific area of a room, lot, or driveway. In addition, if
they leave their cane on one end, it will be easier to find as opposed to not having
any way to orient to the area and back to the cane.
Sound sources, such as radios, metronomes, or CD players, can be used to ensure
that the participant knows where the door to the room or garage is located. In
addition to sound sources for placement, music can be used to keep the beat for
jumping, or music can be played for a specific amount of time, so they know when
their time is up.
In the case of a participant who has use of only one arm because of paralysis or
cerebral palsy, tie the other end of the rope to a doorknob or ask a peer to jump
with them as they hold onto the other end of the rope and jump at the same
time. In addition, the participant could be a rope holder for group jumping. Verbal
assistance could be used to help with the timing, height, or tightness of the rope.
In addition to the modifications just mentioned, the participant who is visually
impaired could be a rope turner or a jumper if the timing were modified and if he
or she were given verbal cues to assist with the cadence of the rope. When the
participant is jumping, the rope can rest on his or her ankle, and a 1, 2, 3, and then
over count can be used to assist with the timing.
Participants who use a wheelchair can use any of the previous modifications, as
well as rolling over a rope that they hold with both hands or one hand, rolling over
a rope that other people hold, or rolling over a rope on the ground.
Risks and Recommendations for Trainers: if a participant does not feel competent
to jump with a jump rope, you can optionally let them swing a hula-hoop. If you
have or can borrow them, it is advisable to use mats made of shock-absorbent
rubber, when first teaching your participants how to jump rope.
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3.2.6. NaMovement Arts
Addressing Competencies: body coordination, movement, perseverance

.

Goals of the Activity: individuals compete against each other in simple movement
exercises – who can go the longest without making a mistake?
Materials needed for Implementation: no special requirements.
Duration: From 30 minutes to an hour
Concrete Steps for the Implementation:
Simultaneous clockwise circling of the right arm and counter clockwise circling of
the right leg.
The right arm circles in front of the torso (as if propelling a boat) in a clockwise
direction and the left arm does the same, but in the opposite direction.
Grasp the end of the nose with the right hand and the right ear with the left hand
at the same time; then cross so that the left hand grasps the end of the nose and
the right hand the left ear.
With the left hand, beat the left side of the chest in rapid succession, with the right
hand simultaneously making a slow up-and-down motion on the right side of the
chest.
These are only suggestions; you can make your own movements or perhaps even
better ask your participants for their suggestions. You can make the exercises as
easy or as hard as you can or your participants want.
Gather your participants, explain them the movement they will be doing, or let
them decide themselves what the movement should be and then instruct them
exactly how to do it, by methods explained in risks and recommendations.
The activity can involve various movements and you can decide that the participant
who does the movement correctly the longest gets one point. The one who collects
3 (or any other number of) points is the winner and gets a prize or some sort.
Risks and Recommendations for Trainers: leave enough space around your
participants so that they can move freely and not interfere or hit other participants.
To demonstrate what movement the participants need to do, do it yourself and let
them feel with their hands the movement you are doing.
Alternatively, tell them precisely what movement they should be doing, be as
descriptive as possible and then correct them if the movement is not correct.

3.2.7. Race to the sky
Addressing Competencies: basic motor schemes, ability to balance, rhythmization
skills, and spatial-temporal orientation skills.
Goals of the Activity: jump farther.
Materials needed for Implementation: platform, rod, tape.
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Duration: repetition of three jumps.
Concrete Steps for the Implementation: take a run and then take a deadlift to jump
high. This exercise is intended to improve the stability and core of the participants
through a static power on the floor.
Risks and Recommendations for Trainers: acoustic signals at departure and for the
deadlift; before leaving orient the body in the right way running direction.

3.2.8. Team race
Addressing Competencies: basic motor schemes, ability to react, rhythmization
skills, and spatial-temporal orientation skills.
Goals of the Activity: adapt your pace during a long run.
Materials needed for Implementation: circles/border material, ribbons (or cards).
Duration: after five minutes, how many tapes (cards) have been collected for each
team is calculated.
Concrete Steps for the Implementation: A circle is placed at each of the four corners
of the 20 × 20m pitch. Every circle corresponds to the start of a team. All teams
leave at the same time. Each team member runs for 5 minutes at his own speed
around the field (outside the circles/outside the demarcation lines). Once they get
to their circle, they have to pick up a ribbon (or card) placed in the center of the
field of their team’s colour.
Risks and Recommendations for Trainers: Run in tandem with your partner. Here
we are going to improve the concept of collaboration, self-esteem, team support.

3.2.9. Steps with the medicine ball
Addressing Competencies: Basic motor schemes, ability to balance, rhythmization
skills, kinaesthetic differentiation capacity.
Goals of the Activity: throwing an object far away with an extension of the whole
body.
Materials needed for Implementation: medicine balls.
Duration: 5-6 repetitions
Concrete Steps for the Implementation: The children arrange themselves in pairs
facing each other about 5/10 m apart and take turns throwing a medicine ball.
Participants are on their knees, with their back straight, they take the ball with
both hands, lift it up, and after a full extension of the limbs, jumping, they pass it
to their partner in front.
Risks and Recommendations for Trainers: if in the couple there is a visually
impaired student, place the two next to each other to take turns throwing the ball
against the wall. The sighted student comments on the extension of the body and
the height of the throw. Gradually increase the distance from the wall and between
the two companions.
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3.2.10. Torball
Addressing Competencies: basic motor schemes, ability to balance, rhythmization
skills, ability to react
Goals of the Activity: the object of the game is to score as many goals as possible
by rolling the ball under the three ropes into the opposing team’s goal. Teams of
three players are both attackers and defenders during the two five-minute periods.
If the ball touches one of the three strings, a penalty is called, in which one player
leaves the pitch and the other two players must try to defend their goal for a ‘shot’
from the opposing team.
Materials needed for Implementation: belled ball
Duration: 2 times of 10 minutes
Concrete Steps for the Implementation: two teams play it on opposite sides of an
indoor playing field. Each team consists of three players. In the central part of the
pitch there are three ropes stretched across the entire width. At each end of the
playing field, there is a goal that also extends the entire width (7 m (23 ft.)) of the
field. The playing ball is similar to a soccer ball with bells inside so it can be heard
as it rolls around the playing field.
Risks and Recommendations for Trainers: silence during the game for the
concentration of the children.

3.2.11. Challenge path
Addressing Competencies: basic motor schemes, ability to balance, rhythmization
skills, ability to react.
Goals of the Activity: cooperation.
Materials needed for Implementation: balls of various sizes and weights, cones,
hoops.
Duration: Set a time - 3 minutes
Concrete Steps for the Implementation: the game is played in pairs, where one
participant is seeing and the other is visually impaired. A path is created with
various obstacles to jump over, pass through the circle or turn cones. The aim of
the game is to be able to collect more balls and bring them back to the base. It is
important that a trainer directs by vocal command visually impaired participants
to safely guide them through the several obstacles on the way.
Risks and Recommendations for Trainers: in this game, there must be good
communication between the participants.
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3.2.12. Backgammon
Addressing Competencies: quick decision-making, problem-solving, socialization,
taking calculated risks.
Goals of the Activity: it is a very cheap activity to organise and easily adapted for
persons with visual impairments. The adaption does not affect the sighted players,
if any.
Board games, such as backgammon, help people of all ages to improve their
memory and practice essential cognitive skills such as problem solving. The
complex tactical and strategic planning required in backgammon helps the brain
to retain and build cognitive associations. In some sense, the brain acts like a
muscle, so complex thought processing is like exercise for the brain. One of the
primary benefits of playing backgammon is reducing the risk of cognitive diseases.
Keeping the mind engaged means players are exercising their brain and making it
stronger. A stronger brain has lower risks of becoming susceptible to conditions
such as dementia and Alzheimer’s.
Backgammon is a two-player game meaning that playing involves social interaction
with other people. Even if this is online, it helps reduce the sense of isolation.
Isolation has been shown as a contributing factor in worsening mental health and
those with mental health problems tend to report increased loneliness. However,
the very nature of depression and anxiety makes it difficult for those suffering
to reach out and socialise. Backgammon can help solve these problems as it
offers a structured way to meet others. Having a regular group of people to play
backgammon with reduces loneliness and helps build positive relationships with
other people. These are all things that are associated with good mental health.
For persons who are lacking in self-confidence, backgammon, or board games in
general, could help build their self-esteem. Each time a calculation is made while
playing backgammon, a series of reference points is built and that makes decisionmaking processes faster and easier. As time goes by, backgammon players will
start noticing the results of their hard work, practice and decision-making skill.
This will build faith in their own abilities. In addition, when they learn the various
strategies required winning at backgammon and they learn to adapt them during
play they will also begin to see themselves as capable of making an effective and
intelligent plan.
As players get used to making calculated decisions, they will also be gaining skills
that can afterwards be transferred to the real world. This includes being confident
in making decisions when under pressure.
Other benefits of playing backgammon are: it teaches the player how to deal
with uncertainty and bad luck, it rewards situational analysis and the building of
alternative scenario outcomes, it teaches the important lesson that strategy is more
important than tactics, guesses, emotion or instinct, it encourages the player to
understand his adversaries, it rewards “what if” analysis, it rewards preparation,
it teaches analytical concepts and probabilities, it teaches the rewards of taking
calculated risks.
Materials need for Implementation: an adapted board is needed, which features
raised white dividers and colour contrast for those with low vision. Tactile dice and
tactile pieces are included with game.
Duration: a match can last between 5 and 30 minutes, the total time depends on
the size of the group.
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Concrete Steps for the Implementation: backgammon is a sport that is easily
adapted for persons with visual impairments; it does not require important
investments. Backgammon for the visually impaired has been adapted in order to
be accessible and fair, both as a game, and in a competitive setting. The adaptations
include the possibility of using electronic dice and clock, white dividers, tactile dice
and tactile pieces. In addition, the presence of an observer is needed, whose sole
purpose is to observe and make sure the game and the score is kept properly and
indicate any possible indiscretions or foul play.
Risks and Recommendations for Trainers: a sighted person should be there to keep
an eye over the game, make sure the competitors do not commit any mistakes or
do not misplace the dice or the pieces.
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3.3. Activities for people with mental health disabilities
3.3.1. Balloon Badminton
Addressing Competencies: mobility, balance, concentration, body coordination.
Goals of the Activity: boost hand-eye coordination, get moving and have fun!
Materials needed for Implementation: badminton racket (you can also make your
own rackets).
Duration: 30 minutes.
Concrete Steps for the Implementation: to prolong this activity, you can additionally
create your own badminton rackets. Gather paper plates as well as jumbo crafting
sticks and some kind of glue. Gather up everyone and explain that to make
their own badminton rackets, they will need to secure a jumbo crafting stick to
the middle of the paper plate with glue or tape. Additionally, they can also use
colouring pencils or markers to decorate their new badminton rackets.
For the activity, the participants will need to blow up their balloons, throw them
into the air and use the badminton racket or homemade racket to try and keep
them afloat, preventing them from ever hitting the ground. If there is a group of
people, they can be divided into pairs. Each pair can then try to volley the balloon
back and forth between them.
Risks and Recommendations for Trainers: you will need to make sure everyone has
enough space to prevent them from hitting anyone or anything around them. If
needed, move furniture to the side to prevent them hitting it. Make sure you keep
an eye out for people getting tired or loosing balance.

3.3.2. Opposites
Addressing Competencies: accuracy, socializing, motor skills, quick thinking.
Goals of the Activity: The goal to make the game of throwing a ball and coming up
with opposite words last as long as possible.
Materials needed for Implementation: a ball or a small cushion, a room (it can also
be done outside).
Duration: 30 minutes.
Concrete Steps for the Implementation: the game can be played in groups or in
pairs. The trainer or one of the players throws a small cushion or ball to one of
the teammates, at the same time he/she says, for example - “Hot!« The teammate
returns the ball with a toss and has to quickly find the opposite meaning of the
word, i.e. - “Cold! « The word game continues (big, small, healthy, sick, skinny, fat,
dry, wet, above, below, ... ). Penalty points or a specific task that you can choose or
let the participants pick among themselves follows a wrong answer. If playing in
pairs, the roles can be reversed. Options for customising the game: in addition to
opposites, you can also look for synonyms, antonyms, superlatives, diminutives,
etc. in a similar way.
Risks and Recommendations for Trainers: give extra time to participants to explore
certain objects. Make sure you speak clearly and loudly. Use careful descriptive
and precise communication. At the start and in between the activity ask them if
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they need any help. If they seem afraid or resistant to the activity, try to gently
encourage them with positive words. Watch out for anyone throwing the ball
or the cushion too hard. If your participants have trouble with coming up with
words, you can, before you start the game, have a discussion with your participants
about opposite words and write some examples for them or you can come up with
examples together with them.

3.3.3. Bouncing a Balloon
Addressing Competencies: accuracy, motor skills, hand to eye coordination.
Goals of the Activity: the goal is to bounce a balloon as many times as possible.
Materials needed for Implementation: a Balloon and optionally a racket.
Duration: 30 minutes.
Concrete Steps for the Implementation: make as many bounces of the balloon as
possible, adding up the bounces. If there is enough space in the room (or if you
are outside), the game can be played in pairs or optionally over the net (if you have
an access to one).
Options for adjusting the game: the task can also be made more difficult by having
the players perform different tasks during the flight (clap, tap on the feet, turn,
etc.), or by playing it with tennis or badminton rackets.
Risks and Recommendations for Trainers: you can have your participants blow
up the balloons, if anyone is struggling with this, you should blow the balloons
yourself. Give extra time to participants to explore certain objects. Make sure you
speak clearly and loudly. Use careful descriptive and precise communication. At
the start and in between the activity ask them if they need any help. If they seem
afraid or resistant to the activity, try to gently encourage them with positive words.

3.3.4. Knocking down bottles
Addressing Competencies: coordination, motivation, hand-eye coordination,
motor-skills.
Goals of the Activity: establishing control over body, improving coordination,
increase in concentration and motivation.
Materials needed for Implementation: A dice (a six-sided dice from any board
game), 5 empty bottles and a small ball.
Duration: 30 minutes.
Concrete Steps for the Implementation: first, put five empty bottles on one end of
the room (you can number them with different numbers, that will tell how much
points each bottle is worth, or not) and a few meters away (you can pick the exact
distance yourself) put a tape on the floor and that will be the point from which
they will throw or roll the ball.
Then gather your participants and decide the order in which they will play the
game. After that is done, the first participant rolls the dice. The number of the roll
of the dice is the number of times he can throw or roll the ball.
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If you have numbered the bottles, then the result is the sum of the numbers on the
knocked bottles. After the first participant is done with his throws, rearrange the
bottles and let the second participant throw the dice and throw the ball to knock
the bottles and so on.
Variations of the game:
•

Change the way the ball is thrown (is it rolled or thrown ... );

•

Change the position of the bottles;

•

Increase the distance between the bottles and the place where the ball is
thrown;

•

Define a bottle that must not be knocked over;

•

Change the object used to aim the bottles (instead of a ball, it can be a small
stick, a cloth etc.);

•

Pour a small amount of water in the bottles so that they are harder to knock
down.

You can play for a few rounds and the one that is the first to win 3 rounds gets a
prize of some sort.
Risks and Recommendations for Trainers: give extra time to participants to explore
certain objects. Make sure you speak clearly and loudly. Use careful descriptive
and precise communication. At the start and in between the activity ask them if
they need any help. If they seem afraid or resistant to the activity, try to gently
encourage them with positive words.

3.3.5. Team sprint
Addressing Competencies: basic motor schemes, ability to react, ability to balance,
spatial-temporal orientation skills.
Goals of the Activity: run fast.
Materials needed for Implementation: clothes pegs, object that acts as the main
element to improve the final score of the game.
Duration: which group will be able to score the most clothespins in three minutes.
Concrete Steps for the Implementation: the participants are divided into groups of
6, inside which the components are arranged frontally at 3 to 3, at a distance of 20
meters. There are always 2 participants moving at the same time for every action.
The two participants go to meet; they perform exercises together (see below) and
return to the starting point. Then the next 2 participants leave, as soon as they get
a high five from the others that have just returned. After each run, the participants
hang a clothespin from the shirt and stand at the back of the group.
Risks and Recommendations for Trainers: perceptual and behavioural: in case
of autism spectrum disorders, replace greetings with gestures without physical
contact.
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3.3.6. Change of place
Addressing Competencies: basic motor proprioceptive ability.
Goals of the Activity: memorization.
Materials needed for Implementation: stereo system, poles.
Duration: the duration of a musical song.
Concrete Steps for the Implementation: the participants are arranged in a zigzag
formation, in different rows on the stage, with an eye to the audience. Name
two people who, with steps of dance of your choice, swap places. Students must
remember the succession of the exchanges as well as of their companions and to
memorize the new place and that old. Have the exercise performed to the rhythm
of music. Those who wait on their turn stand still and look at the audience or,
alternatively, can clap to the rhythm of the music. This game can also be played
in a circle.
Risks and Recommendations for Trainers:
Perceptual and behavioural: in case of autism aspect show the movements and
make them clear and understandable. Give an example of a right and a wrong
movement. The instructor positions the children in the right position with specific
positions. Replace greetings with gestures without physical contact.

3.3.7. Game of the chain
Addressing Competencies: basic motor schemes, ability to balance, combination
skills, and spatial-temporal orientation skills.
Goals of the Activity: throw and grab.
Materials needed for Implementation: coloured balls and/or with bell, basket of
balls.
Duration: the team that manages to bring the most balls to the bottom of the chain
in two minutes of play wins.
Concrete Steps for the Implementation: a team of 4 players must carry as many
balls as possible from one side of the gym to the other. The players spread out
over the entire length to be able to throw the balls at each other. The balls are
positioned at the beginning and at the end of the chain in a trolley. All the players
must catch and throw the ball at least once, without moving with the ball in hand
or dribble. If a ball falls to the ground, it must be returned to the starting point.
Risks and Recommendations for Trainers: observe the rules consistently, expressing
a feeling of esteem and appreciation, introduce a few simple and understandable
rules one after the other. These elements will improve self-esteem and make an
improvement of their principle skill cognitive factors.
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3.3.8. Bring down the tower game activity
Addressing Competencies: strength, motor coordination, laterality, spatio-temporal
orientation.
Goals of the Activity: the Training of spatio-temporal orientation, laterality, strength
and motor coordination competencies of participants with mental disabilities and
physical and cognitive development based on the fun and underlying challenge
that your individual competitive activity provides.
Materials needed for Implementation: High Pin (one), Pins (several) and Ball (one
- preferably sponge ball).
Duration: there is no time limit.
Concrete Steps for the Implementation: a participant is chosen to fulfil the mission
of protecting the “tower” (cone) using his arms and legs (defines in handball).
Three players are chosen to stand around the participant who is protecting the
tower (at a previously established distance), exchanging passes and throws with
the aim of taking down the “tower”. When the ball is intercepted by the player
protecting the “tower”, this player changes places with another player who caused
the loss of possession of the ball.
Game score: For each time a player knocks down the “tower” (cone), that player
earns one point. At the end of the game, whoever has the most points is the
winner. Number of participants who can be involved in the game: Minimum: 4 Max: No limit.
Suggestions for variants/adaptations:
•

More players can be placed to defend the “tower”;

•

More balls can be placed in the game.

Risks and Recommendations for Trainers: let participants familiarize themselves
with game, and help them understand the dynamics of the game. Establish positive
communication with positive verbal reinforcements to motivate participants during
the game dynamics.

3.3.9. Donkey Game
Addressing Competencies: coordination visual especial, concentration, attention,
social skills.
Goals of the Activity: this game is normally played in tournament mode, according
to a best-of-three elimination system, that is, the player who wins both games
wins. Number of Players: Teams of 2 players or individual. Must be played within
4 meters (or 13 feet) of the board.
The game consists of throwing a rubber patella over the surface of the board from
a distance of 3 to 4 meters and trying to make the highest possible mark, but in a
way not to stop at the “donkey” mark, a situation that loses 10 accumulated points
from that move. The markings and even the characteristics of the board can vary
and be adjusted, for example, for children.
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The score is defined by the highest sum of values entered in the marking. If the
player hits the mark with the “Donkey” inscribed, he loses 10 points.
Materials needed for Implementation: a board divided into 12 squares (with a
dimension of 40x40 cm). Each square contains a number. At the ends of the top,
there is the design of the donkey. The board must have an inclination of 20 to
30 degrees. Each square contains a number. At the ends of the top, there is the
drawing of the donkey (both left and right side) and, between them, the square
with the number.
Large patella’s (hand flat width) or circular objects that can be thrown onto the
board with their proper weight.
Duration: there is no time limit.
Concrete Steps for the Implementation: this game is a throwback to the past. Just
throw the patellas, aim and hope you never hit the donkey.
Start the game after the result of the lottery to find out who starts the game (for
example by flipping a coin heads or tails).
The game is based on a board divided into 12 squares. Each square contains a
number. At the ends of the top, there is the drawing of the donkey (both left and
right side) and, between them, the square with the number.
The first player throws the patellas (2 patellas per player) consecutively and after
confirming the acquired score, he removes them from the marking, then the other
player plays. The order of the players must be maintained until the end of the
game. The score is defined by the highest sum of values entered in the marking. If
the player hits the mark with the “Donkey” inscribed, he loses 10 points.
Risks and Recommendations for Trainers: let participants familiarize themselves
with game materials, and help them understand the dynamics of the game and
establish positive communication with positive verbal reinforcements to motivate
participants during the game dynamics.

3.3.10. Wise Wheel Game
Addressing Competencies: velocity, motor coordination, laterality, cognitive Skills
Goals of the Activity:
•

Training of cognitive and motor skills of participants with mental disabilities;

•

Give greater autonomy and functionality in the daily life of the participants;

•

Physical and cognitive development based on the fun and underlying challenge
that your individual competitive activity provides.

Materials needed for Implementation: two Balls (one of each colour: red and black).
Duration: there is no time limit.
Concrete Steps for the Implementation: participants are placed in a circle and given
two balls (one red and one black). As the participants pass the ball, they say their
name (red ball to the right and black ball to the left), in this way, each participant
will know the name of the participants to their right and left. After some time, the
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coach can stop the game and individually check if the participant already knows
the name of the other participant. The game can be played until everyone knows
the name of all the elements on the wheel. The balls must always be in motion.
Number of participants who can be involved in the game: Minimum: 4 - Max: No
limit.
Suggestions for variants/adaptations:
•

In addition to the participant’s name, age, favourite food, etc., can be
mentioned;

•

The participants of the circle can be divided into two teams, alternating the
elements;

•

The game is performed according to the description but when the questioning
arrives each correct answer is worth one point;

•

The team that accumulates the most points during the game wins;

•

More balls can be introduced into the game.

Risks and Recommendations for Trainers
•

Trainers can play the game one time with the participants to help them
understand the dynamics;

•

Trainers need to explain the ball is to be passed slowly and that they should
say their name loud and clear;

•

Trainers also need to have the sensitivity to understand when to add more
things to be mentioned or more balls.

3.3.11. Working Ant Game Activity
Addressing Competencies: velocity, motor coordination, laterality, spatial-temporal
orientation
Goals of the Activity: training of spatial-temporal orientation, laterality, velocity
and motor coordination competencies of participants with mental disabilities and
physical and cognitive development based on the fun and underlying challenge
that your individual competitive activity provides.
Materials needed for Implementation: can be various kinds of material/optional
(balls, pins, arcs etc.)
Duration: there is no time limit.
Concrete Steps for the Implementation: participants are divided into teams,
preferably with the same number of elements. Each participant meets at a “dropoff point”, displayed by numbers. Next to the first player (A), inside an arc (zone
one), are all the objects to be transported (balls, pins, arcs etc.) that will be the
“food”. After the coach’s signal, player A takes just one object to player B (zone two),
he carries it to C (zone three), who in turn delivers it to D (zone four) and finally
lands on the bow which is at the opposite end (zone five). Each element can only
carry one object at a time. The game ends when all the “food” is on the opposite
side (zone five). If a player does not have any teammates at the “delivery point”,
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he can put the object on the arch and go get another one, without having to wait.
It is not allowed, at any time, to throw any object. Game score: The first team to
place all the objects in the last “delivery point” wins. Number of participants who
can be involved in the game: Minimum: 4 - Max: No limit.
Suggestions for variants/adaptations: players may have to transport objects by
walking, running, jumping, etc.
Risks and Recommendations for Trainers:
•

Let participants familiarize themselves with the game, and help them
understand the dynamics of the game; let them play once without competition
just to adapt as a team;

•

Trainers should be on the limits of the filed so they can establish positive
communication with positive verbal reinforcements to motivate participants
during the game dynamics;

•

Make sure the field is clear of obstacles so that participants can run freely.
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CONCLUSION
The perception of “Sport” and what it actually constitutes have been continually
debated for decades with many definitions and concepts emerging over the years.
The Council of Europe’s European Sports Charter defines sport as “all forms of
physical activity, which, through casual or organised participation, aim at expressing
or improving physical fitness and mental well-being, forming social relationships
or obtaining results in competition at all levels” (Council of Europe, 2022).
Sport can help reduce the stigma and discrimination associated with disability
because it can transform community attitudes about persons with disabilities by
highlighting their skills and reducing the tendency to see the disability instead of
the person. Through sport, persons without disabilities interact with persons with
disabilities in a positive context encouraging them to reshape assumptions about
what persons with disabilities can and cannot do (Council of Europe, 2022).
Through sport, persons with disabilities acquire vital social skills, develop
independence and become empowered to act as agents of change. Sport
teaches individuals how to communicate effectively as well as the significance
of teamwork and cooperation and respect for others. Sport is also well suited to
reducing dependence and developing greater independence by helping persons
with disabilities to become physically and mentally stronger. These skills can be
transferred into other new arenas including employment and advocacy work
further helping to build self-sufficiency (Council of Europe, 2022).
Increasing physical activity is usually recommended for people with physical
limitations, but it is important to distinguish between competitive sport and
fitness programmes, repetitive exercise and active recreation. Likely psychological
benefits include improved mood, reduced anxiety and depression, increased selfconfidence and feelings of greater efficacy.
It is recognised that people with physical disabilities should be encouraged to
engage in physical activity, although the individual needs need to be studied to
determine the optimal type of programme. Sport should not be an exclusive right
of a particular social group but an opportunity for all to develop the best of their
abilities. For truly being and inclusive society, there must be professional and
recreational opportunities for all in the field of sport.
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